Abstract-Continuous monitoring of respiratory patterns and physical activity levels can be useful for remote health management of patients with conditions such as heart disease and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. In a clinical setting, spirometers serve as the gold standard for monitoring respiratory patterns such as breathing rate and changes in lung volume. However, direct measurements using a spirometer requires placement of a sensor in the patient's airway and is thus infeasible for continuous monitoring in nonclinical, ambulatory settings. Under these conditions, indirect respiration monitoring using electrical impedance plethysmographs (EIP) is more suitable but are susceptible to motion artifacts. In this paper, we investigate whether multichannel EIP can be used to perform virtual spirometry under ambulatory settings. The experiments presented in this paper are based on preliminary data collected from 19 adult human subjects under realistic ambulatory and nonambulatory settings. We first highlight the salient features of the signal acquired from a standard spirometer. We then compare the performance of different biosignal processing algorithms in estimating the spirometer signal using multiple EIP sensors and in the presence of motion artifacts and real-world interferences. We demonstrate that in addition to reliably determining different respiratory patterns and states, multichannel EIP could also be used to reliably extract information regarding different patient physical activity states like bending or stretching.
D
IFFICULTY in breathing and shortness of breath are early indicators of deteriorating conditions in patients suffering from chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) or heart failure (HF). In patients with these pathologies, tachypnea, or an increase in breathing-rate could signify an attempt by the body to compensate for poor pulmonary gas exchange and/or poor cardiac circulation. This biomarker has been used as an early warning predictor of cardiac arrests under ICU conditions [1] . Similarly, COPD exacerbations are often accompanied by symptoms such as increased dyspnea or shortness of breath [2] . Thus, in HF and COPD patients, monitoring abnormal changes in respiratory patterns could facilitate early clinical interventions by caregivers and hence could potentially save lives. Unfortunately, spirometry which is the current gold-standard for monitoring respiratory patterns is limited to only nonambulatory clinical settings. This is because of several factors such as: its invasive nature and related patient discomfort, the size of the accompanying equipment, and the difficulty in administering the equipment.
An alternative but a more suitable approach for ambulatory settings is to use an indirect technique such as Electrical Impedance Plethsmography (EIP) which measures the breathing patterns using sensors attached directly over the torso. EIP is routinely used for post-surgical monitoring of electro-cardiogram (ECG) signals in patients suffering from heart disease and the emergence of portable EIP systems [3] , [4] has opened the possibility that EIP technology could be used for monitoring patients in non-clinical settings. However, the key obstacle that is preventing widespread adoption of EIP in ambulatory environments is its susceptibility to motion artifacts during periods of physical activity and exertion. Even seemingly gentle events such as arm motion can completely distort the respiratory pattern obtained using EIP. One of the hypothesis of this paper is that the interference due to motion artifacts could be reduced, to some extent, using multiple EIP channels, each acquiring information that is spatially diverse with respect to each other. In this paper we investigate different multi-channel biosignal processing algorithms that can extract high-quality respiratory patterns from a mixture of signal outputs from different EIP channels, obtained under non-clinical, ambulatory settings. We demonstrate that multi-channel EIP in conjunction with proper post-processing results in a reasonable estimate of the spirometer output. As a result, the proposed technology could be used to implement virtual spirometry (using multi-channel EIP) as shown in Fig. 1 , without using an actual spirometer, also shown in Fig. 1 .
Prior work in this area of have mainly focussed on reducing the effect of motion artifacts. For instance, in [5] - [7] an inde- pendent component analysis (ICA) was employed to extract respiratory information from multi-channel EIP. ICA assumes linear mixing of independent components which may not be valid under all circumstances. In [8] -tube filtering is employed to eliminate motion artifacts from the EIP signal. Results demonstrated better performance than ICA; however, this model was limited to only large-amplitude artifacts that were introduced under normal breathing conditions. Other related work [9] - [12] focus on estimation of only breathing rate and employ data collected from non-ambulatory human subjects lying in a supine position. In this paper we focus on cases that include both ambulatory and non-ambulatory conditions. We have collected preliminary data from human-subjects who were instructed to simulate a number of respiratory states such as apnea, tachypnea, coughing, shallow breathing and hyperventilation. We then experimented with a number of standard, supervised learning techniques for estimating the spirometer signal from the multi-channel EIPs. Once the spirometer signal could be reliably estimated using this technique, several clinically relevant parameters such as breathing-rate or lung-volume could be determined using basic post-processing techniques. In addition to accomplishing virtual spirometry, we also demonstrate that it is possible to classify different physical activities (PAs) using the time-frequency signatures of the signal traces due to motion artifacts. In this regard, the EIP-based activity signatures could be used in conjunction with existing approaches that use accelerometers or gyroscopes [13] - [17] to improve the classification performance of existing PA systems. This paper is organized as follows: Section II discusses some of the salient characteristics of spirometry and EIP and how they may be exploited to obtain an accurate estimate of the spirometer signal. The data collection protocol is presented in Section II-A. Some regression techniques for estimating the spirometer output from EIP channel outputs are discussed in Section III. These include: support vector regression, Gaussian mixture regression and DCT based regression. Section IV describes the Segregated Envelope and Carrier (SEC) estimation algorithm. This algorithm assumes that (in a small time window) the spirometer output can be approximated by an amplitude modulated signal. The amplitude and carrier (breathing rate) are estimated separately and then multiplied to obtain the spirometer signal. Spirometry results for the various techniques are presented in Section V. Physical activity classification based on time-frequency signatures of the underlying motion artifacts is discussed in Section VI. Activity classification results are presented in Section VII. Conclusions are presented in Section VIII.
II. SALIENT CHARACTERISTICS OF SPIROMETRY AND EIP
EIP is based on measuring changes in electrical impedance across two electrodes using a low-amplitude, high-frequency alternating current that is injected into the body and across a pair of electrodes [19] . When the pair of electrodes is placed over the torso, the output signal varies in direct proportion to the volume of air inspired and expired from the lungs during breathing. This signal thus has a significant correlation with the output from a spirometer which consists of a mouthpiece that directly measures the airflow in the lungs during inspiration and expiration [18] . Fig. 2 shows the output of a spirometer and the corresponding outputs from multiple EIP channels in the presence of different motion artifacts and under different respiratory conditions. During interval-(a) the subject is reaching for an object while breathing normally (as indicated by the spirometer output) in a seated position. Notice, the motion artifacts in the EIP channels; the spirometer output is unaffected. During intervals-(b) through (e) the subject is laying face-up on a bed and maintaining different respiratory-states, each for a duration of approximately 30 s. EIP channels or (different pair of electrodes) measure lung volume directly resulting in low amplitude outputs during tachypnea (or shallow fast breathing) regions. This implies that in noisy conditions it could be challenging to differentiate between tachypnea and apnea regions.
Since our objective is to estimate the spirometer output based on the EIP channels, we examine the time-frequency characteristics of the spirometer output to highlight the important information in this signal. This information must be estimated accurately in order to produce a high-quality approximation of the spirometer output. The frequency spectrum of the spirometer output consists of one dominant harmonic which corresponds to the breathing-rate. However, a spirometer's time-domain waveform is not a pure harmonic implying the presence of other artifacts introduced by the biomechanics of respiration. To understand the contribution of these harmonics we perform a very basic spectral analysis of the spirometer output, using the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT). The DCT is known for its "Energy Compaction" property [20] and if the analysis results in a sparse representation then it would imply that we would need to estimate a relatively small number of parameters in order to produce a high-quality estimate of the spirometer signal. The spirometer output, y, is divided into non-overlapping time-windows of length (M ) equal to 200 samples each (Note: spirometer sampling rate = 40 samples/sec). Samples y i from any given time-window i are transformed using the DCT basis to obtain the coefficient vector z i as below:
here, T represents the (M × M ) DCT basis and F is the total number of non-overlapping time-windows in the spirometer output y. The DCT coefficients are sorted and the M − P coefficients with the smallest amplitudes are set to zero. The coefficients are then reordered and put in the (M × 1) vector z i which contains P (< M) nonzero values; corresponding to the largest amplitude harmonics of y i and M − P zeros. After this Fig. 3 . Signal-to-distortion ratio of a spirometer signal reconstructed for a fixed number of DCT coefficients.
a quantized version of the spirometer signal is obtained via the inverse DCT transform
The number of non-zero coefficients (P ) in z i is varied from 1 to M and the quality of the reconstructed signal is evaluated by computing its Signal-to-Distortion Ratio (SDR) at each value of P
where, represents the l 2 -norm. Fig. 3 displays a plot of the Signal-to-Distortion Ratio (SDR), of the spirometer output displayed in Fig. 4(a) , for different values of P . We are primarily interested in the SDR values at small values of P therefore, Fig. 3 displays SDR only upto a maximum of P = 30 coefficients. Fig. 3 indicates that a reasonable SDR (>10 dB) can be achieved even using a small number (10 to 15) of DCT coefficients. Retention of only the largest amplitude coefficient results in a SDR = −0.104 dB, the corresponding quantized signal is shown in Fig. 4(b) . This signal would still enable detection of the breathing-rate however, it is very coarsely quantized and additional parameters such as lung-volume estimation cannot be extracted. As a consequence, the number of non-zero coefficients must be increased if the objective is to obtain a better and clinically relevant estimate of the spirometer output. An alternate strategy could be to approximate the spirometer signal by an amplitude modulated (AM) signal within the sample window of length M . In this approach the carrier (breathing rate) component can be obtained by retaining only the highest amplitude coefficient and setting the remaining M − 1, lower amplitude, coefficients to zero. This single harmonic (or carrier) can then be multiplied with the envelope of the spirometer signal, which is estimated separately. The temporal variation in amplitude of the resulting signal is controlled by the envelope and therefore, prior to multiplication the amplitude of the carrier frequency is set to 1. Application of the AM approximation technique to the spirometer waveform in Fig. 4(a) results in the waveform shown in Fig. 4 . Here the carrier component is obtained by retaining only the largest amplitude DCT coefficient in non-overlapping windows of the spirometer waveform in Fig. 4(a) . The envelope is extracted, from the spirometer waveform, using a simple square-law detector [21] . The SDR in this case is equal to 5.483 dB therefore, resulting in a gain of about 5.5 dB when compared to the single harmonic approach. It can also be seen that the AM approximated signal is very similar to the reference spirometer signal. It is highlighted here that the carrier and envelope in Fig. 4(b) and (c) are extracted directly from the spirometer waveform however, this is only for illustrative purposes only. All the approaches discussed in the subsequent sections extract this information from the EIP channels and not from the spirometer waveform.
The AM approximation will be utilized in one of the techniques employed for estimation of the spirometer from EIP channels. We call this technique the Segregated Envelop and Carrier (SEC) detection; details are presented in Section IV. The regression techniques in this paper employ supervised learning to predict the spirometer output from multiple EIP channel outputs. The output of an EIP channel is more sensitive to changes in impedance of the muscular tissue surrounding the lungs which has higher conductivity than the actual lung tissue. The output signal is therefore, more representative of chest motion than the actual lung airflow and lung volume. As a result patient movements that distort the chest cavity can cause significant motion artifacts. A potential solution to this problem is to employ multiple EIP channels placed at different spatial locations over the patient's body. Since the respiratory signal is correlated among all the sensors and the patient movements are sporadic and generally not correlated therefore, we should be able to separate the respiratory signal from motion artifacts using a multi-sensor setup. To illustrate the benefit gained by using multiple EIP-electrode sensors we divide the respiratory data into, non-overlapping, segments of equal time duration and then compute the percentage of segments during which the breathing rate obtained from any particular sensor is closest to the reference breathing rate obtained from a spirometer. In this way we can compute that percentage of segments during which a certain sensor gives the best performance (or the smallest breathing rate error). The bar-graph in Fig. 5 plots the percentage of segments during which each of the 10 sensors gives the best performance. It can be observed that there is no clear winner and the most accurate EIP sensor gives the best performance in only about 20% of the total segments. This is not unexpected since the data is not artifact free and the degree of impact of a motion artifact on a sensor depends on the nature of the underlying physical activity and the sensor's location. For example, a sudden right arm movement is more likely to distort outputs of sensors on the right side of the torso than it is to distort the left side sensors. As a result there seems to be no single sensor that gives the best performance across all the different activities contained in the various segments of data. Therefore, the use of multiple EIP sensors is justified as it enables us to reduce the impact of motion-artifacts on respiratory signal estimation.
A. Data Collection and Pre-Processing
Our experiments are based on 19 respiratory datasets each of which was recorded from a distinct adult human subject. A total of 10 EIP channel were placed at different spatial locations on the human subject's torso as shown in Fig. 6 . This spatial layout of EIP channels is based on our previous work [22] and was selected because the differential impedance measured across the multi-lead EIP channels represents the spatially distributed respiratory information along with localized motion artifacts. This spatial diversity is exploited in our proposed algorithms to separate the respiration signal from motion artifacts. A spirometer (Model RX137F Biopac Inc. Goleta, CA) is used as the reference respiratory signal. The spirometer and EIP channels were switched on and off by two different operators and the output signals were aligned manually. Excess pre-and postsamples were truncated. The spirometer and EIP hardware have different sampling rates therefore, interpolation was employed to waveforms to equalize their respective sampling rates.
For each human subject the average duration of the recorded dataset is about 32 min. Data was recorded in 2 min long sessions i.e., each subject's dataset contains around 16 sessions. A session started with the subject breathing normally at rest for about 30 s after which he was instructed to perform an activity for a duration of about 30 to 60 s. Each dataset contains multiple sessions with 5 distinct physical activities namely: (1) Eating (2) Reaching for object (3) Walking (4) Rolling left to right on bed and (5) Coughing. Sessions containing eating or coughing impact the spirometer output as well and therefore, are considered only during physical activity classification (not for respiratory signal estimation). In addition to physical activities each dataset also contains instances of distinct respiratory states such as: normal breathing, apnea, tachypnea (shallow fast breathing), hyperventilation (deep fast breathing) and slow deep breathing. Sessions containing apnea, tachypnea and hyperventilation are recorded with the subject at rest and therefore, are free from motion artifacts. The output of each EIP-channel was passed through a high-pass filter and a DC blocking filter in order to suppress high frequency noise and the DC-baseline which results from slight shifts in sensor position over time.
III. SPIROMETER SIGNAL REGRESSION
Our target is to obtain an accurate estimate of the spirometer output using the outputs of the EIP channels. Within the framework of supervised learning this can be formulated as a regression problem where the objective is to learn the mapping from EIP to the spirometer output. For each human subject we first train a learning algorithm on a large proportion of the respiratory dataset. After training, the algorithm is tested on a non-overlapping subset of the data. The spirometer estimate produced using (only) the EIP channels is compared with the reference (true) spirometer signal and performance evaluation metrics are computed. An estimated signal is considered to be high quality if both its frequency and temporal amplitude variations closely resemble the reference spirometer signal. More formally, the following two metrics are employed for performance evaluation:
1) Average Breathing-Rate Error (BR err ): To evaluate the accuracy of the respiration rate calculated in each frame we calculated difference in breaths-per-minute (BPM) between the reference spirometer signal and the estimated signal. More specifically the input signal is divided into 10 sec frames and the respiration rate is calculated by identifying the highest energy frequency component in the spectrogram. The spectrogram was evaluated using 10 sec long Gaussian windows with an overlap of 5 sec between successive windows. The average breathing rate error (BR err ) is then computed by first taking the "absolute" difference between the reference and estimated breathingrate curves and then averaging over the total number of frames.
2) Envelope Correlation Coefficient (E ρ ): In order to gauge how accurately our estimated signal captures the temporal variation of the spirometer's amplitude we employ the correlationcoefficient as an evaluation metric. More specifically, for each two minute session we first extract the envelopes of the estimated and the corresponding spirometer signal and then evaluate the correlation coefficient between them. This metric is critical for evaluation of test signals that contain a mixture of different respiratory states where the envelope exhibits significant temporal variations (e.g., the signal in Fig. 4) .
A. Gini-Support Vector Regression (GiniSVR)
Support vector machines (SVM) [23] , [24] are amongst the most popular and widely applied tools in regression problems. For SV regression we employed a variant of SVM called Ginisupport vector machines [25] . The dimension, d, of the input feature vectors is equal to 20. Each feature vector contains 10 time samples (one corresponding to each of the 10 channels) and an additional 10 values containing the delta coefficients of the outputs of each channel. The delta coefficients of any timeseries correspond to its 1st derivative and are employed here to capture the temporal dependence on the preceding samples. In order to capture temporal dependence we also, experimented with features based on the auto-regressive (AR) model however, the results were not encouraging and therefore, are not presented here. The parameters of the SVM were selected by performing a grid-search on a large collections of test signals from different patients; the values that gave the best performance (in terms of the performance metrics described above) were selected for the rest of the simulations.
B. Gaussian Mixture Regression (GMR)
Given the harmonic nature of the respiratory signal, a Gaussian Mixture based approach seems to be a very appealing option. For example, Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) are one of the most widely employed methods in speech based applications [26] , [27] where the underlying signal contains complex harmonic information. GMMs are based on the assumption that the underlying distribution of the data can be approximated by a multi-modal Gaussian distribution. A single instance of the feature vector, x, at the input of the Gaussian mixture model is d(= 20) dimensional and consists of the channels outputs plus their corresponding delta coefficients. Thus the feature extraction block is identical to the one employed for SVM regression. The Gaussian mixture density of a (d + 1) dimensional multivariate random variable Φ = [x, y], obtained by concatenating x and the (1-dimensional) spirometer output y, is given by [28] :
where, K is the total number of Gaussian components, π k are non-negative mixing components with
represents a multi-variate Gaussian density. Furthermore, µ k denotes the mean vector and is given by:
Σ k represents the covariance and is given by:
After initialization using K-means clustering [29] the EM algorithm [30] is employed to find the parameters of the Gaussian mixture distribution(of equation (4)) that best fits the training data. The number of mixture components (K) is determined using the Bayesian-Information Criterion (BIC).
The conditional distribution, p k (y|x), of a component k, of the spirometer output y given the input feature vector x is determined by dividing the joint distribution, p k (x, y), by the marginal distribution, p k (x) [28] :
where, Λ k yy is a submatrix of the matrix Λ k = Σ −1 k given by:
The conditional mean, µ k y|x , is given by:
During the test phase the spirometer output is predicted from the feature vectors using the Gaussian mixture distribution learnt during the training phase. More specifically; given a test vector x the estimateŷ of the spirometer is given by:
where, E [p(y|x)] represents the expectation of the conditional distribution p(y|x).
C. DCT Based Estimation
We now examine a filtering technique that operates on temporal frames of finite length and estimates the spirometer signal on a frame-by-frame basis, in contrast to the sample-by-sample estimation approach employed by Gini-SVR and GMR. This approach uses simple DCT based filtering and requires no training. The primary motivation for presenting this approach is to use it as a baseline to gauge the performance gains achievable by employing learning algorithms such as SVM and GMM. This approach is similar to the DCT filtering described in equations (1) and (2) except that the spectral harmonics are now extracted from the EIP channels instead of the spirometer output. The output signal from each channel is split into non-overlapping frames of length M temporal samples. Different frame lengths were experimented with; M = 200 samples was found to give the best performance. The maximum number of frames in a given signal is denoted by F . The (M × N ) matrix X i corresponds to the ith time-window and contains the M samples from the N (=10) EIP channels in its columns. Its corresponding DCT coefficient matrix C i obtained via the DCT transformation as below:
where, T represents the (M × M ) DCT basis. In the next step the quantized coefficient matrix C i is obtained by setting all, but the P largest amplitude coefficients in every column of C i to zero. The number of non-zero coefficients was determined heuristically. P = 7 gave the best results and thus was used for the results presented here. The mean coefficient vector x i is then obtained by taking the average over all the EIP channels:
where,c i n represents the nth column of C i ; the quantized coefficient matrix. Finally, the spirometer estimate is obtained via the inverse DCT transform:
IV. SPIROMETRY USING SEC ESTIMATION
We now introduce a novel approach titled Segregated Envelope and Carrier (SEC) Estimation. SEC estimation is based on the AM approximation of the spirometer signal discussed in Section II. SEC views the spirometer output as an AM signal, albeit with a time varying carrier component. The primary advantage of the AM approximation is that it enables separate evaluation of the envelope and breathing rate thus preventing errors in estimation of parameter from effecting the other. The block diagram of a framework based on the AM approximation is shown in Fig. 7 , the Envelope Estimator and the Carrier Estimator blocks provide predictions of the signal's amplitude and breathing rate respectively. The outputs of both blocks are then multiplied to obtain the estimated spirometer signal. This approach may also be motivated physiologically in the sense that physical activity by the subject generally introduces large amplitude distortions in the EIP channels while the frequency information (in some, if not all) the channels still remains intact. In such a scenario we may benefit by segregating the estimation of the signal's rate and envelope. Instead of the sample by sample approach employed in the SVR and GMR, estimation of the signal envelope over a relatively longer temporal window; this may enable mitigation of the large amplitude variations which, in some cases, are observed in the motion artifact regions of the sample by sample approaches. In addition to envelope and carrier estimation block SEC also contains a respiratory state detector whose primary purpose is to detect the onset of an episode of accelerated breathing such as tachypnea or hyperventilation. This is required because accelerated breathing patterns, especially tachypnea, are visible as very low amplitude signals in EIP channel outputs (e.g., see regions (b) and (c) in Fig. 2) . As a result they are often confused with low breathing and apnea regions and thus require special care when estimating breathing rate and amplitude. The respiratory state detector alerts the envelope and carrier detection blocks if accelerated breathing region is detected enabling them to adapt their parameters so that accelerated breathing information is not discarded as noise.
The envelope estimation block employs regression techniques similar to those used in Sections III-A and III-B with the exception that training is performed using the envelope of the spirometer signal instead of it's actual sample values. The input features remain that same as those employed in the preceding sections. By focusing solely on the envelope (and not the carrier) we hope that the classifier maybe be able to learn the temporal variations in the signal amplitude with ease.
During the training phase the envelope is obtained by using a square-law detector that is used widely in AM demodulation [21] . Square-law detection works by squaring the AM signal, applying a low-pass filter and then taking the square-root to obtain the envelope (or the modulating) signal. SVM and GMM models are then trained to predict the envelope from the output of the EIP channels. Analysis of SVR and GMR based envelope estimation indicates that for the majority of Test Data, GMR performs better in accelerated breathing regions (tachypnea and hyperventilation) whereas, the SVR is better in normal breathing regions. Therefore, the SEC, envelope is obtained by combining the envelope outputs from the SVR and GMR based envelope estimators. To elaborate, the SVR envelope is employed at normal breathing rates and the GMR envelope is employed at accelerated breathing rates. This switching between GMR and SVR envelopes is based on the decision of the respiratory state detector.
The carrier estimation block obtains an estimate of the breathing rate over a small time window of length M = 200 samples. The extracted breathing frequency is then multiplied with the corresponding output of the envelope estimator (over the same time window) to obtain spirometer signal. For carrier estimation we again employed DCT filtering. The frequency harmonic corresponding to the largest amplitude DCT coefficient of each time-window (of M samples) was selected as the carrier frequency. However, if the largest DCT coefficient corresponds to an accelerated breathing frequency but the respiratory state detector indicates the presence of an apnea region then the carrier frequency is set to zero.
Two types of respiratory state detectors have been tested. The first one employs Periodogram to detect accelerated breathing regions. The second respiratory state detector uses the DiscreteWavelet-Transform (DWT). These two approaches are now discussed in detail.
A. SEC With Periodogram Based Respiratory State Detector Detection (SECP)
Welch's periodogram was employed to detect regions of accelerated breathing. Time intervals where the most dominant frequency lies in the accelerated breathing range and whose power exceeds a threshold ξ are classified as accelerated breathing intervals. The threshold ξ was determined heuristically from data. In case the power is below the threshold and contribution of low-frequency components is also insignificant then the interval is classified as belonging to an apnea region. The high-frequency in this case is most likely due to sensor noise and thus filtered out. The envelope estimator is switched to GMR in case an accelerated breathing interval is detected. Otherwise, an SVR envelope estimator is employed.
B. SEC With Wavelet Based Respiratory State Detector (SECW)
The problem with Periodogram based region detection is that it allows uniform resolution in the spectral and temporal domains. Physiological breathing rates correspond to very low frequencies located within a narrow bandwidth. This makes it difficult to design traditional filters that can differentiate between the different frequency bands spanning the physiological frequencies. Wavelet filtering provides an efficient way to achieve high frequency resolution at lower frequency bands. The discrete wavelet transformation (DWT) of a signal length N can be obtain efficiently via multi-resolution analysis (MRA) [32] . The enhanced frequency resolution achieved by the application of DWT can be very useful for differentiating various respiratory states which are located very close to each other in the frequency domain. An illustration of this is presented in Fig. 8 where the top plot contains the output of a single EIP channel during different respiratory states. Daubechies wavelet decomposition coefficients at levels d 3 , d 5 , d 6 and d 8 are shown in the lower plots. Lower wavelet decomposition levels correspond to higher frequency bands whereas high decomposition levels represent lower frequencies. It can be seen that d 3 coefficients have the highest value in shallow fast breathing (or hyperventilation) regions and are much smaller in normal and slow breathing regions. This means that decomposition coefficients d 3 may be employed to differentiate hyperventilation regions from normal and slow breathing regions. Ideally, d 3 coefficients should be zero in normal and slow breathing regions however, the presence of noise in the sensor output results in non-zero coefficients. Similarly, decomposition coefficients d 5 seems to accurately indicate the presence of Deep fast breathing regions whereas coefficients d 6 and d 8 seem to indicate the presence of normal breathing and deep slow breathing regions or respiratory states.
1) Region Score Computation:
The identification of any respiratory state or event should preferably be based on a probabilistic measure as it would enable soft decisions making the overall framework flexible. Fig. 8 demonstrates that different respiratory states are easy to identify at distinct decomposition levels for instance, tachypnea is most easily identifiable at level-3 whereas, slow-deep-breathing lies at level-8. We now construct two probabilistic scores based on the wavelet detail coefficients that enable us to classify different respiratory states. We denote the wavelet detail coefficients corresponding to levell of the discrete-time output x m [n], from channel-m, by d lm [n] . The first step is to extract the envelope of d lm [n]:
The reason for using the envelope (instead of the sample value of detail coefficient curve) is to capture the slow temporal variations of the curve. Wavelet decomposition is computed up to level-8. The first two levels (Level-1 & Level-2) are discarded since they correspond to high-frequency noise. Upsampling is applied to all wavelet detail coefficients to make them the same length as the input signal x m [n]. Next, we divide the data, from each subject, into non-overlapping test and reference segments. We ensure that the reference segment contains multiple instances of the human-subject under a number of different respiratory states. After this a distance measure r lm [n] is evaluated as below: 
where, c is a constant; it controls the saturation characteristics of the logistic curve. Fig. 8 the high or accelerated breathing rates are found in levels 3 and 4. Therefore, we compute the probability, p m [n] , that a sample, at time n from channel-m, belongs to an accelerated 1 p lm [n] represents the value of probability score p lm at time sample n. respiratory state as below:
Similarly, the probabilities from levels 5 to 8 are combined to obtain the probability of sample n, from channel-m, belonging to a normal (or low) breathing state:
Finally, the probability scores of the individual channels are merged to obtained the probability of a time sample n belonging to an accelerated respiratory state:
Here ω m represents the weight assigned to channel-m. Channel weights must sum to 1 in order to ensure a valid probability score 
The combined probability score of a sample belonging to normal or low breathing respiratory state is evaluated as below:
The normalization constraint in (20) must be satisfied in this case as well. We assign equal weights (ω m = 1/10, m = [1 . . . 10] ) to all channels however, it is also possible to use an assignment based on some signal quality indicators (SQI). In such a setup, low-quality (or noisy) channel outputs would be assigned a lower weighting whereas high-quality channels would be allocated higher weights.
An illustration of how the probability scores p [n] andp[n] enable classification of different respiratory states is presented in Fig. 10 . It is apparent that the probability scores vary according to the underlying respiratory state. For instance the value of p [n] is close to 0.5 in normal, low breathing and apnea regions. It rises sharply in the accelerated breathing region (between the 15 min to 16 min mark) and then begins to drop. Similarly, a normal or low breathing region is indicated by the dominance of the low probability curvep [n] . An apnea region can be is characterized by p [n] ≈ 0.5 and extremely low values ofp [n] . Ideally, p [n] should also approach 0 in an apnea region however, practically this does not happen because of the presence of noise in the channel outputs. Note that the probabilities p [n] andp[n], at a time n, do not sum to 1; this is because almost all respiratory states have some contribution from both high and low frequencies. The preceding discussion indicates that comparison of the relative value of both probabilities allows us to make a correct decision about the underlying respiratory state. The highest priority in this work is assigned to differentiation between three respiratory states namely, accelerated breathing (encompassing both tachypnea and hyperventilation), apnea (or regions with zero breathing rates) and normal breathing. Although it is possible to differentiate between more respiratory states here we differentiate between only three. The decision making process about whether a sample at time n belongs to a accelerated breathing, apnea or normal breathing region is described below.
Accelerated Breathing: A sample at time n belongs to an accelerated breathing state if its accelerated breathing probability score p [n] is greater than 0.5 and the normal breathing probability scorep(t) is less than p [n]. This can be represented in terms of an indicator function, 1 H [n] as below:
The threshold η w is fixed at 0.5 for the majority of subjects. Data for some subjects contains significant high frequency noise, in these case η w was assigned values slightly less than 0.5. Note, η w = 0.5 corresponds to a false-positive rate (FPR) of 1%.
Apnea: An apnea region is characterized by low values of both accelerated and normal breathing scores because it contains no true breathing cycles. This can be represented in terms of an indicator function, 1 A [n] as below:
The threshold ξ w is fixed at 0.3 for all subjects. Similar to accelerated breathing frames, ξ w is set to 0.3 because it corresponds to a false-positive rate (FPR) of 1%.
Normal Breathing: All samples that do not belong to either an apnea or hyperventilation state are considered to be generated from a normal breathing state. The indicator function 1 N [n] representing the locations of normal breathing samples can be obtained by applying the exclusive-OR operation to the indicator functions 1 H [n] and 1 A [n] and negating the answer:
where the symbols ⊕ and ¬ represent the exclusive-OR and negation operations respectively. 2 Since 1 H [n] and 1 A [n] are mutually exclusive therefore, the exclusive-OR operation gives the locations of the time samples where the respiratory state is either hyperventilation or apnea. Negation of the exclusive-OR output gives the location of all non-apnea and nonhyperventilation samples. The decision of the wavelet based respiratory state detector is input to the envelope estimator block which uses this information to switch between SVR and GMR envelopes. Thus, the envelope estimator employed is essentially identical to that employed in Section IV-A. In the carrier estimation block however, now employ a supervised learning models instead of the simple filtering approach employed in Section IV-A. Details are given below.
2) Carrier Estimation Using Adaptive GiniSVMs: Results indicate that in terms of breathing rate error, GiniSVR gives the best performance in artifact and normal breathing sessions. However, its performance degrades significantly in accelerated breathing regions. This may be attributed to the fact that the kernel function of the Gini-SVR seems to accentuate low frequencies but suppresses the higher frequencies found in the accelerated breathing regions. To overcome this problem we train a separate GiniSVM just on accelerated breathing data. Furthermore, the kernel parameter is set such that it amplifies high frequencies. Hence, two dedicated GiniSVMs are employed; one for normal breathing and one for accelerated breathing. An adaptive approach is employed which switches between the normal and accelerated breathing GiniSVMs based on the region score obtained from respiratory state detector. In regions of apnea or normal breathing, the normal breathing GiniSVM is used however, upon detection of an accelerated region, our algorithm switches to the accelerated breathing GiniSVM. The breathing rate in each fixed length time window is extracted from the resulting signal using DCT filtering. For apnea regions, one possibility is to set the output to zero. However, this approach may result in large rate estimation errors in case of 2 All logical operations are modulo-2. false alarms. Therefore, we opt for a soft-decision approach i.e., we employ the normal-breathing GiniSVM for apnea regions as well. Large breathing rate errors occur when an apnea region is confused with an accelerated breathing region however, since the normal breathing GiniSVM already attenuates highfrequencies therefore, using its output in apnea regions results in zero or minimal breathing rate error.
V. RESULTS SPIROMETER REGRESSION
Results for two test samples are shown in Figs. 11 and 12 . In test signal-1 (Fig. 11 ) the human-subject is breathing at a normal rate. The subject is at rest during the first 30 s, after which he/she is instructed to perform a specific physical activity for 1 min, resulting in the introduction of motion artifacts. The subject returns to a resting position during the final 30 s. There is noticeable impact of motion artifacts on the breathing rate and envelope of signal output from GiniSVR, GMR and DCTR. Among these three techniques, GiniSVR seems to be the approach least effected by the motion artifact; both in terms of breathing rate and envelope correlation coefficient. Although motion artifacts do introduce low-frequency distortions in the GiniSVR output; it still seems to contain the breathing information during regions of the artifact interval. SEC with the Periodorgram (SECP) and the Wavelet (SECW) based respirator state detector seem to do a good job at preserving the envelope information. The breathing rate estimates contain errors in some regions however, BR err is much smaller than that obtained via GMR and DCTR. The SECW gives exactly the same BR err as GiniSVR which makes sense since, the breathing rate for SECW is derived from GiniSVR estimates. Note, the output of SECW also depends on whether a region is classified as normal or accelerated breathing and therefore, the BR err of SECW and GiniSVR need not be identical at all times. Fig. 12 displays the spirometer output and its estimates for a variety of respiratory states. The sequence of respiratory states is: normal breathing, tachypnea, hyperventilation, normal breathing, shallow breathing, slow deep-breathing, apnea and normal breathing. Test signal-2 does not contain any motion artifacts. Again it is apparent that the SEC based approaches result in the best estimate of the spirometer envelope. In terms of breathing rate, SECW gives the smallest error. In terms of envelope correlation coefficient, SECP is better (E ρ = 0.99902) than SECW (E ρ = 0.9885) but the difference is minimal. GiniSVR gives the best performance in terms of the breathing rate however, GMR is better than GiniSVR in terms of preserving the envelope information. GiniSVR employs only a single SVM and therefore, under-performs in accelerated breathing regions; notice, the attenuation of signal amplitude in tachypnea and hyperventilation regions. This is why employing multiple SVMs, in SECW, helps in obtaining a better estimate of the breathing rate.
Envelope and breathing rate estimation results averaged over 19 distinct human-subjects are shown in Figs. 13 and 14. Normal breathing sessions include sessions during which subject is breathing normally and performing different physical activities such as walking, reaching for object, rolling on bed etc. Accelerated breathing sessions also include apnea and slow breathing regions; in addition to tachypnea and hyperventillation; none of these sessions include motion artifacts. Results indicate that in accelerated breathing sessions, SECW results in the best envelope estimation performance E ρ = 0.7411 ± 0.1434, this is followed by GMR and SEC at E ρ = 0.6756 ± 0.2247 and 0.6734 ± 0.2207, respectively. GiniSVR results in E ρ = 0.5912 ± 0.1537. In normal breathing sessions, GiniSVR gives the 2nd best performance E ρ = 0.4691 ± 0.0962 after SECW E ρ = 0.4717 ± 0.1040. In normal breathing sessions, E ρ does not exceed 0.5 for any technique. This is because the envelope in normal breathing sessions is mostly flat (see for example test signal-1 in Fig. 11 ) and does not exhibit significant temporal variation. In these type of sessions a small spike or change in the envelope can cause significant decrease in value of the correlation coefficient. However, accelerated breathing sessions such as test signal-2 (12) exhibit significant temporal variation. In these sessions, a high correlation coefficient is very important. Results indicate that majority of the proposed algorithms seem to do a good job at tracking the temporal envelope in the accelerated breathing sessions.
In terms of breathing rate estimation, Fig. 14 indicates that SECW gives the best performance in accelerated breathing sessions BR err = 5.81 ± 3.34 (BPM). This is followed by GMR at BR err = 7.48 ± 3.22 (BPM) and SECP at BR err = 7.96 ± 6.60 (BPM). GiniSVR results in the highest BR err in accelerated breathing sessions; this can be attributed to attenuation of high-frequency components in accelerated breathing sessions. However, in normal breathing sessions, GiniSVR is best performing approach with BR err = 2.80 ± 0.63 (BPM). This indicates that of all the techniques discussed, GiniSVR is most robust to motion artifacts. Since, the carrier estimation of SECW is derived from GiniSVR it is also quite robust to motion artifacts and gives a BR err = 3.09 ± 0.72 (BPM) which is slightly greater than that of GiniSVR. Overall, it seems that SECW benefits significantly from wavelet based regions identification and the use of adaptive GiniSVR for carrier estimation.
VI. PHYSICAL ACTIVITY CLASSIFICATION
A careful examination of the outputs of EIP channels during different physical activities indicates that each activity impacts the channel outputs in a distinct manner. For instance, differences in the EIP outputs during the three activities are quite prominent in Fig. 15 . It can observed that coughing introduces high and low-frequencies. During reaching high-amplitude lowfrequencies seem to be the dominant artifacts. A walk activity introduces distortions whose frequencies lie in between the (higher) frequency cough and the (lower) frequency reach distortions. This implies that we may be able differentiate between the underlying activity by examining the characteristics of channel outputs over time and frequency, provided that these characteristics do not vary significantly from one human-subject to another. The DWT score curves discussed in Section IV-B1 are designed to capture the time-frequency signature of the EIP outputs. Therefore, these curves should also exhibit differences from one activity to another. If this is true then we should be able to classify the underlying physical activity by deriving simple features from the wavelet score curves. Results indicate that this is indeed the case.
A. Artifact Detection
The region score curves, employed for wavelet based respiratory state detection, provide a very simple but effective technique for artifact detection. A quick glance at the plots in Fig. 15 indicates that artifacts generally result in high amplitude jumps in the EIP outputs. The reference segment employed for evaluation ofp[n] is artifact free therefore, the value ofp[n] corresponding to artifact regions should be noticeably higher than 0.5. Examination of the wavelet score curves indicate that this is indeed the case. Therefore, an artifact region may be identified by examining the value ofp In order to gauge the accuracy of artifact detection achieved by thresholding the normal breathing score curve,p[n], we first divide each human-subject's data into non-overlapping frames of 5 seconds each. Each frame is labeled based on whether it falls within an artifact or artifact-free region. During testing, error metrics are computed based on whether a frame is correctly classified. The true-positive rate (TPR) and false-positive rate (FPR) are then computed by decreasing the value of the threshold η from 1 to 0. At η = 1 the majority of the frames are classified as artifact-free, resulting low values of both TPR and FPR. Correct detection of artifact frames begin, as η is decreased from 1. A small number of false alarms are also generated however, the FPR is very low. The resulting ROC curve is shown in Fig. 16 . This curve is calculated based on the data of all humansubjects. It can be observed that 90% of the frames in artifact regions can be classified correctly with a false-positive-rate of about 8%. A number of advantages are obtained by employing the wavelet based probabilistic score curve. The primary advantage is that the tradeoff between true-positives and falsealarms can be explicitly controlled by varying the threshold η. Additionally, the score-curvesp[n] and p [n] are exactly the same length as the input test signal and therefore provide good temporal resolution when identifying artifact regions.
B. Artifact Classification
We present some features constructed from the score curves that allow differentiation between different physical activities. These features are then input to an SVM-classifier to classify different activities.
Feature Extraction: A human observer can classify most physical activities using just the score curves however, a practical system needs to perform this task automatically with little (or no) human support. Such a systems requires a feature extraction frontend which can output, fixed-length, feature vectors that can be used by a learning algorithm to make accurate decision on its own. In this paper the task of the classifier is to make a decision about the physical activity performed in an input session. As mentioned in Section II-A, each session is two minutes long on average and contains only one physical activity. For each session the wavelet score curves were computed according to the procedure outlined in Section IV-B1. A number of different feature sets can be constructed from these curves. For a 2 minute long session the length of each raw score curve is 2 min × 40 samples/sec × 60 s/min = 4800 samples long. Therefore, in their raw form the score curves are too high-dimensional to be employed as feature vectors. We investigate the following three distinct sets of feature vectors for classification of artifact sessions: 1) Curve-statistic features: These features are based on the statistics of the score curves and are listed in Table I . One of the potential shortcomings of the curve-statistic features is that they do not explicitly incorporate the temporal variations observed in the region score curves. 2) TF-signature features: In order to capture the temporal characteristics exhibited byp [n] and p [n] in artifact sessions we construct another set of features which are obtained by simply downsampling the region score curves, by a constant rate, and reducing the length of each curve to N = 50 samples (extra samples at the end are truncated).
Since the score curves vary slowly over time therefore, downsampling does not result in information loss and the shape of the curves is still retained. The downsampled curves are concatenated to form a 2N (= 100) dimensional feature vector. We refer to these features as (timefrequency) TF-signature features. 3) Sensor-curve features:For an input activity session these features are constructed by first taking mean of the output of the 10 EIP channels. This mean signal is then downsampled to a fixed length of 200 samples. Sensor-curve features may be considered to be a simplified form of TF-signature features; in the sense that they only incorporate the temporal and amplitude variations but do not attempt to capture the frequency variation by foregoing the wavelet transform used in the TF-signature features. The motivation for employing these features is to be able to gauge the performance-gain achieved by utilizing timefrequency signatures. The extracted features are input to a support vector machine (SVM) classifier. Training and testing are performed on nonoverlapping examples.
VII. ACTIVITY CLASSIFICATION RESULTS
Our database contains a total of 129, two-minute long, sessions each containing a single physical activity. There are a total of 5 distinct physical activities (or classes) in the data. 31 of the sessions are recorded when the human-subjects are eating. 48 sessions are recorded with the subjects reaching to grab an object. In addition to these, there are 17 walk sessions, 16 cough sessions and 17 sessions recorded with the subjects rolling left-to-right on a bed. The classifier's task is to determine the underlying physical activity in a given test session using the feature vector constructed from the electrode sensor outputs.
Since we do not have an extremely large number of sessions for training and testing therefore, we employ 4-fold crossvalidation to evaluate the performance of the physical activity classification task. Data is split into 4 folds of approximately equal size; one fold is employed for testing while the remaining three folds are used for training. After, computation of error metrics for one fold it is swapped with another fold in the training data and the error metrics are recomputed. This procedure is repeated for all 4 folds and error metrics, averaged over all 4 folds and error metrics averaged over all 4 folds are computed. 4-fold cross-validation is repeated 30 times and the final average error metrics are computed. We employ two metrics to evaluate the performance of the classifier: (1) Accuracy and (2) Balance-Error-Rate or BER. The BER is employed since our class data is slightly unbalanced to larger instances of the eat and reach sessions. BER [33] is suitable for performance evaluation of unbalanced multi-class classification problems and is defined as:
Here, A ij denotes the element of the confusion matrix A located at the ith row and the jth column. It indicates the number of test vector of class-i that are predicted to belong to class-j. N and M represent the total number of test vectors and classes respectively. Fig. 17 displays the average confusion matrices for curvestatistic and TF-signature features. The numbers in these plots indicate the average percentage of sessions, of each physical activity, that are classified correctly. For curve-statistic features, the reach activity has the highest detection rate (94%), followed by the roll activity (70%) and the eat activity (68%). The walk and cough activities have confusion rates, amongst each other and with the eat activity. The results obtained for sensor-curve features are presented only in terms of the accuracy and the BER metrics, the confusion matrix is not presented here due to space constraints. The average error metrics are presented in Table II ; it can be observed that TF-signature features give the best performance both in terms of accuracy and BER. When compared to the simplistic sensor-curve features it the performance-gain, obtained from both curve-statistic and TF-signature features, is quite large. Both these features are derived from the waveletregion-score curves; this indicates that the region-score curves do indeed capture the time-frequency behavior associated with different types of physical activities and thus provide us with an effective platform for activity classification.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We proposed a framework for virtual spirometry where multichannel EIP is used in conjunction with bio-signal processing algorithms to robustly estimate the true spirometer output. We have experimented with a number of signal processing and filtering approaches using data collected from adult human-subjects. When the spirometer output is modeled by an amplitude-modulated signal, the results indicate that separate estimation of amplitude and breathing rate/carrier component outperforms joint estimation of both parameters. Detection of exact breathing rates in tachypnea or hyperventilation regions can be difficult however, wavelet filtering does seem to give reasonable performance but there is still room for improvement. We plan to investigate other approaches as part of our future work. In terms of motion artifacts, SVM-based regression, and other techniques derived from it, seem to give the best performance. We have also demonstrated that it is possible to classify physical activities based on the time-frequency signatures of the corresponding motion artifacts in the EIP channels. These features may be used separately or in conjunction with sensors such as accelerometers to provide improved physical activity monitoring. 
